
Envoy®
PRODUCT OVERVIEW

FEATURES BENEFITS ADVANTAGES

4” Aluminum Frame 4” aluminum extrusion depth provides a clean look with 
recessed graphic. A choice of panel treatments and 
accessories offers design flexibility.

Only portable panel system to support this new 
design trend of radius edges in the market.

Wire Management Multiple methods for managing wires: within the center of the 
4” panel using wire management clips, or clamp-on light 
brackets that double for wire management.

The panel design allows for a clean look with 
excellent wire management, that most other 
manufacturers don’t offer. 

Modular One exhibit gives you many looks to meet your changing 
needs. Go from a single AV kiosk to an entire exhibit.

Other panel systems may not be reconfigured as 
quickly and easily.

Structure Strong aluminum frame and seamless graphics for a sleek look 
across the panel.

Offers greater flexibility and design possibilities.

Radius Corners Multiple shapes and sizes allow unlimited designs and 
configurations such as back wall, towers, bridges, counters, 
and kiosks for interesting designs and maximum versatility.

Unparalleled design flexibility in the Custom 
Modular segment.

Feet Base plates, T and Split Bases Stabilize and ensure integrity of display with selection of base 
plates, spacers, foot option, or split corners for large structures.

Your choice of different looks using different style 
bases.

Surface treatments Greater design options available in: UV direct board graphics 
on ¼” Sintra and 3/16” Gator foam Dye Sub fabric graphics and 
Backlit fabric Lambda Trans on 1/8” white Acrylic

Create truly custom looks that fit your company’s 
image and budget with standard products.

Envoy® offers a custom quality design aesthetic and superior versatility yet is portable and modular. Envoy is great for creating 
high-impact inline and island exhibits. Exhibitors have choices of curved, square, or angular corners, which provide a variety of 
designs. The unique design of the Envoy system hides electrical wires, which is exceptionally beneficial for island and peninsula 
exhibits. The panels can be pre-assembled to allow for savings on I&D costs. The system can also be ordered as individual parts,
allowing it to be broken down for shipping. The panel system has a 4” depth and a significant presence while still being lightweight,  
a custom look without the weight and high shipping costs that can come with custom exhibits. For additional information, 
including photos and videos about Envoy, please visit www.skyline.com/skyline-products/envoy.
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